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Abstract

\textbf{Background}—Several studies have shown higher Alzheimer’s disease (AD) incidence rates are in African-Americans (AAs) than Caucasians (CCs). If this finding is consistent across studies, it raises important etiologic questions regarding factors responsible for this discrepancy. It also affects the likely public health burden of AD in the US in the future, as the non-Caucasian population becomes the majority.

\textbf{Objective}—Estimate the AA/CC rate ratio for AD incidence across all available studies.

\textbf{Methods}—We conducted a meta-analysis of population-based studies for the rate ratio (RR) of AD incidence for AAs versus CCs, after identifying six relevant studies from the literature. We calculated an AA/CC rate ratio across all studies using inverse-variance weighting, and assessed inter-study heterogeneity. Using these incidence data, as well as data on survival after diagnosis, and on all-cause mortality, we also estimated the US prevalence of AD among AAs and CCs.

\textbf{Results}—There were six population-based studies with data comparing AD incidence between AAs and CCs, with an estimated 370 AA and 640 CC incident cases. The meta-analysis RR showed that the AD rate for AAs was 64\% higher than for CCs (RR = 1.64 (95\% CI 1.35–2.00)), with no evidence of heterogeneity. We estimated the current US AD prevalence for ages 65–90 to be 5.5\% for CCs, and 8.6\% for AAs (prevalence ratio 1.56).

\textbf{Conclusion}—AAs have an increased risk of incident and prevalent AD compared to CCs for reasons which are unknown, but are hypothesized to reflect biological, psychological, and socioeconomic factors.
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INTRODUCTION

While it is generally accepted that the incidence and prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is higher in African-Americans (AAs) than in Caucasians (CCs) in the US [1, 2], to date there has been no meta-analysis of AD incidence by race which combines the data from different studies to provide an overall estimate of racial differences in AD incidence. We were motivated to do this work for several reasons. Health disparities are an important issue for AD research. Incidence data by race are still relatively sparse, and a meta-analysis, if the data are consistent across studies, can add strength to existing individual studies. Data on incidence can provide valuable clues to disease etiology, while data on prevalence are more relevant to public health burden.

We conducted a meta-analysis of incident AD using population-based studies comparing rates between AAs and CCs.

We further used the incidence data, along with data on AD survival, to estimate US AD prevalence by race, and compared our results with the most recent data on prevalence [3].

METHODS

Meta-analysis of incidence for AAs and CCs

We searched PubMed and Ovid Medline databases for population-based studies published from 2000 onwards, using the search terms ‘Alzheimer’s’, ‘dementia’, ‘race’, ‘African-American’, ‘black’, ‘prevalence’, and ‘incidence’, in various combinations. We also consulted the reference lists of articles published on this subject, including both review articles and individual studies. When there was more than one report for a cohort, we took the most recent one.

We found six US population-based studies regarding AD incidence by race, and used these to conduct a meta-analysis for the rate ratio (RR) for AAs versus CCs [4–9]. Several studies had data on dementia incidence for AAs versus CCs, but did not collect data on dementia type [10–12]. Katz et al. [6] reported the AA/CC RR only for dementia, but provided us with the AA/CC RR for AD (personal communication, April 30, 2015).

Each study’s RR for AAs versus CCs AD incidence was weighted by the inverse of their variance, and a weighted average calculated; a test of heterogeneity between studies was also calculated [13].

Prevalence for AAs and CCs

To obtain estimated US AD prevalence for AAs and CCs, as well as the joint population, we combined race-specific data on AD incidence, AD mortality following disease occurrence, and all-cause mortality, following the general description in Brookmeyer et al. [14] for the ‘forward method’, considering competing risks. We constructed two hypothetical cohorts of AA and CC subjects, followed from ages 65–90.

To determine the number of deaths in the CC cohort for each year of follow-up, we multiplied the population at risk (alive) in that year by age-specific US CC all-cause
mortality rates (using the same age categories), based on the year 2013 (http://wonder.cdc.gov/). To determine the number of new AD cases for each year of follow-up for the CC cohort, we applied AD incidence rates for CCs from the five of the six population-based incidence studies (omitting Plassman et al. [9], which did not provide age-specific AD incidence rates by race), for the age categories 65–74, 75–84, and 85+, averaged across the five studies, with rates weighted by the number of cases in each study. Although Kukull et al. [7] did not provide age-specific AD rates by race, we included the combined rates here as CC rates, given that their cohort was 90% CC. When necessary, we grouped data on incidence from different age categories into the aforementioned age-specific categories since these were most available across studies. To obtain the post-diagnosis mortality rate for CC AD cases, we multiplied the CC age-specific all-cause mortality rate by 3.20, based on the data from Wilson et al. [14], which was adjusted for age, race, education, and gender. Wilson et al. [14] is a population-based study from the Chicago Study of Health and Aging (CHAP), a cohort which was also used in one of the five population-based studies of AD incidence [4]. We then multiplied the number of AD cases occurring during each year, and those surviving from any prior year, by the CC age-specific AD mortality rate following diagnosis. This enabled us to estimate the number of CC AD cases who were still alive at the end of each year of follow-up, which was in turn needed for prevalence estimates.

We conducted similar analyses for the AA cohort. To obtain age-specific AA AD incidence rates, we multiplied the age-specific CC rates from the five incidence studies, as described above, by the AA/CC RR obtained in our meta-analysis. To obtain post-diagnosis mortality rates for AAs, we multiplied the AA age-specific all-cause mortality rate by 2.59, taken from Wilson et al. [14].

We calculated an overall US estimated age-adjusted prevalence for AAs and CCs separately, and combined, from age 65–90, by weighting each year’s prevalence by the number of AAs and CCs in the US population of that age, from census data for 2013 (http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=bkmk, accessed May 7, 2015).

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the RRs for incident AD in the six population-based cohorts; RRs ranged from 1.2 to 2.4. A fixed effects meta-analysis of these studies yielded a combined RR of 1.64 (95% CI 1.35–2.00), with no evidence of heterogeneity across studies (p = 0.53). Caution needs to be exercised with the inclusion of Fitzpatrick et al. as the RR is age-adjusted only, while other RRs are adjusted minimally for age, gender, and education. However, exclusion of Fitzpatrick et al. [8] yielded very similar results (meta-analysis RR 1.60, 1.29–2.00). The number of total AD cases and the average follow-up time are approximations based on the data available, as noted in the footnote to Table 1.

Our estimated US prevalence for the combined population of AAs and CCs ages 65–90 was 5.7%; the prevalence for AAs ages 65–90 was 8.6%, compared to 5.5% for CCs (prevalence ratio 1.56). Restricting to ages 71–90 resulted in an estimated prevalence of AD for both races combined of 8.3%; 13.1% for AAs and 7.8% for CCs (prevalence ratio 1.68).
DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the only meta-analysis reporting incidence of AD (and derived prevalence) for both AAs versus CCs. Results of our incidence analyses suggest that AAs are 64% (95% confidence interval 35% to 100%) more likely to develop AD than CCs. The six studies on which our meta-analysis is based are all community-based studies, in different areas of the US, and may be reasonably representative of the US population as a whole. Nonetheless, the overall sample size remains limited, and our results from a relatively small number of communities could be non-representative. There are also issues of adequate adjustment for socioeconomic status (SES) and the inclusion of Hispanics among whites in most studies, factors which add to uncertainty (see discussion below).

The higher incidence for AAs may be the result of a combination of biological, psychological, and socioeconomic influences. For example, AAs have higher rates of hypertension [17], obesity [18], and diabetes [19] compared to CCs, all of which are linked to AD [20]. Vascular risk factors such as hypertension may increase oxidative stress or activate a neuroinflammatory response, triggering amyloid production [21], or act directly to influence brain amyloid levels [22–25]. These variables, as well as depression and stress (see below), could be acting as confounders, as they were not included in the models in the six studies we consider here; their inclusion might have reduced the AA/CC rate ratio.

Genetic differences may also contribute to higher AD rates for AAs. Evidence has been mixed whether the ε4 allele is as strong a risk factor for AD in AAs as in CCs [26–29]. More recent data in two large studies indicates that APOE ε4 was a strong risk factor for AD among AAs (odds ratios of 2.31 and 2.60), as it is known to be for CCs [30, 31]. Kaup et al. [32] have also recently shown that that cognitive decline was similar in AA and CC APOE ε4 carriers. Data are mixed on whether the prevalence of the APOE ε4 variant is similar in AAs and CCs [31].

Existing data do not indicate neuropathological differences between racial groups in AD upon autopsy [33, 34], although data remain sparse.

Independent of race, both depression and stress have been linked to increased AD risk [35, 36]. AAs are more likely to report higher levels of stress [37, 38]. African-Americans in a national survey have been shown to have higher levels of both current and major depression [39], or higher levels of severe and chronic depression [40].

Our results for prevalence are similar to the most recent study by Plassman et al. [3] for both overall and race-specific AD prevalence. Based on national survey data, Plassman et al. [3] estimated the prevalence of AD for all races combined between ages 71–90 to be 9.7%, similar to our own estimate of 8.3%, based on a nationally representative sample. Plassman et al. [3] estimated an AD prevalence ratio of 1.77 (ages 71–90) for AAs versus CCs, adjusted for age, gender, and education (decreasing for 1.50 after adjustment for APOE4). Our corresponding prevalence ratio was similar (1.68), although adjusted for age only.

It should be noted that a higher estimated prevalence of AD in AAs versus CCs is consistent not only with higher incidence rates but also higher survival after AD diagnosis for AAs.
versus CCs. Four studies have found consistent evidence of an approximately 20% longer survival after AD diagnosis for AAs versus CCs [14, 34, 41, 42].

Our data may be important in light of US population projections (http://www.census.gov/po
pulation/projections/data/national/2014/summarytables.html). The US Census Bureau projects that the population age 65 and older will more than double by 2060. Over the same time period, the AA population is expected to increase from 14% to 18% of the total population, while the non-Hispanic white population is expected to decrease from 62% to 44%, and the Hispanic population will increase from 18% to 29%. Although data on Hispanic incidence are rare [5] and data on Hispanic prevalence remains sparse, Hispanics have a reported 50% higher prevalence of AD than non-Hispanic whites [2], and one study indicates the age of onset for Hispanics is younger by four years than for non-Hispanic whites [43]. The projected population numbers suggest, then, that the future increase in the AD public health burden will not only be driven by individuals living longer, but also by an overall shift in demography as higher risk individuals (both AAs and Hispanics) will constitute the majority of the US population.

A limitation of the data we used from the six studies is that only two of them [5, 6] explicitly separated out Hispanic versus non-Hispanic CC, such that the RRs reported are for AAs and non-Hispanic CCs. In the other four studies, and unknown percentage of CCs would have been of Hispanic origin. However, the percent Hispanics among CCs in these studies is likely to be small, and given that (as noted above) Hispanics may have higher AD risk than non-Hispanic whites, their inclusion among CCs in these studies is likely to—if anything—cause an underestimation of the AA versus CC RR.

We believe that it is unlikely that the present results are explained by confounding by education; all the studies were adjusted for education level as a measure of SES, which is known to be different between AAs and CCs. Yaffe et al. [10] have pointed out that socioeconomic status may not be well controlled by a variable for years of education, and noted that in their data (Health ABC study in Memphis and Pittsburg) a combination of years of education, income, and an adult literacy test, greatly reduced the AA to CC rate ratio for dementia; no data were available on AD incidence per se. Hence it is possible that residual confounding by SES may have contributed to the higher AD incident rates for AAs. On the other hand, Schwartz et al. [43] found markedly worse cognition for AAs versus CCs in Baltimore, which remained substantial even after extensive adjustment for multiple measures of SES (education, occupation, income, and wealth).

In summary, our results stress the need for further research investigating etiological risk factors across the AD process among AAs. There is evidence that AAs seek health care for cognitive problems later than CCs, and are then not evaluated by specialists, posing major obstacles for early deployment of disease-modifying therapies [44, 45]. Future research efforts should target AAs at high risk for AD due to parental history and vascular factors during middle age, before the AD neuropathological cascade begins and when there is time to stage an intervention.
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Table 1

Study-specific and combined rate ratios (RRs) for AD incidence, AAs versus CCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>cases AA</th>
<th>cases CCs</th>
<th>RR AA/CCs</th>
<th>Mean y follow-up</th>
<th>Location and confounder adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hebert et al. [4]</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1.76 (1.19–2.63)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>Chicago; adjusted for age, race, gender, education; 65+; tri-annual visits over 11 years (1997–2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al. [5]</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.4 (1.5–4.0)b</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>New York City; adjusted for age, gender, education; bi-annual visits over a 7 year period (1992–1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz et al. [6]</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.27 (0.82–1.98)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>New York City; adjusted for age, gender, education, referent non-Hispanic CCs; annual follow-up, all subjects had 2+ follow-ups, rolling recruitment 1993–2004+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kukull et al. [7]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.54 (0.73–3.29)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Seattle; adjusted for age, gender, education, APOE; enrollment in 1994–1996, bi-annual follow-up, end of follow-up not stated, all had at least one follow-up visit, 15% died and 6% dropped out during follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzpatrick et al. [8]</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1.81 (0.98–2.41)c</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3 counties in NC, Maryland, California, and Pittsburgh; adjusted for age only; annual visits over 10 years (1990–1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plassman et al. [9]</td>
<td>18d</td>
<td>59d</td>
<td>1.22 (0.58–2.57)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>national sample; adjusted for age, gender, education, and APOE, age 72+, RR estimated via logistic regression; 3 follow-up visits approximately 2 years apart from 2001/2003 through 2008/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>1.64 (1.35–2.00)</td>
<td>5.5e</td>
<td>combined follow-up times from six studies with available data; weights are the sum of AD cases in each study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Numbers of AA and CC cases provided by personal communication, Sept 29, 2015.

b RR for AAs versus Caucasians, excluding Hispanics.

c RR derived from age-adjusted rates for AAs (34.7/100,000), and CCs (19.2/100,000), std. error of log RR calculated from p-value of 0.06 for rate ratio.

d Data on number of AA versus CC cases estimated from race-specific numbers of dementia cases and percentage AD cases among dementia cases.

e Weighted average of follow-up times from six studies with available data; weights are the sum of AD cases in each study.